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Thermal conductance and electron-phonon coupling in mechanically
suspended nanostructures
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Department of Physics and iQUEST, University of California at Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara,
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~Received 18 February 2002; accepted for publication 9 May 2002!

We have fabricated and characterized the principal thermal properties of a mechanically suspended
nanostructure, consisting of a micron-scale suspended GaAs island, upon which we have defined
superconductor-insulator-normal metal tunnel junctions. The tunnel junctions allow for sensitive
thermometry and heating of the electrons in a thermally isolated normal metal element, permitting
the determination of the low-temperature thermal conductance of the legs that support the GaAs
island, as well as the low-temperature electron-phonon coupling. This device forms the basis of a
nanoscale bolometric detector, whose optical performance can be estimated from these
measurements. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1491300#
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It has recently become possible to fabricate fully s
pended, three-dimensional integrated devices that can
used for sensitive measurements of energy and thermal tr
port in nanostructures. Recent experiments have meas
the low temperature thermal conductance of submic
single crystal GaAs wires,1 in the range of 1–10 K, as wel
as the quantum of thermal conductance of a suspended p
crystalline silicon nitride membrane,2 in the range of 0.1–10
K. A challenging problem is temperature measurement of
suspended device. Tigheet al.1 relied on the temperature de
pendence of the zero-bias resistance of ann1-doped GaAs
resistor, while Schwabet al.2 used a dc superconductin
quantum interference device to monitor the Johnso
Nyquist noise in a normal metal film. An alternate approa
is to employ a superconductor-insulator-normal metal~SIN!
tunnel junction as an electron thermometer. These have b
used for measuring the thermal conductivity of large-sc
suspended silicon nitride membranes,3 as well as for elec-
tronic refrigeration.4–6 SIN tunnel junctions have also bee
used as sensitive probes of the electron energy distributio
mesoscopic metallic systems.7 Here we demonstrate the in
tegration of SIN tunnel junctions with a nanoscale suspen
single-crystal GaAs structure, allowing us to measure
electron-phonon coupling in a normal metal film on the s
pended structure, as well as measure the phonon the
conductance through the supporting legs. Our device ca
applied to infrared bolometry.

The device was fabricated from a GaAs/AlGaAs hete
structure consisting of a 200 nm GaAs top layer and a
nm Al0.7Ga0.3As sacrificial layer, on a bulk GaAs substrat
The lateral dimensions of the mechanical structure were
fined using electron-beam lithography to pattern an e
mask, used for a timed anisotropic reactive ion etch of
GaAs heterostructure. We used SiCl4 , flowing at 10 sccm at
a pressure of 3 mTorr, with a rf power of 100 W, to etch to
depth of 400 nm. The structure is shown in Fig. 1; the
supporting legs are 0.230.233 mm3 and the central GaAs
island is 0.23536 mm3. The AlGaAs layer was remove
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with a timed wet etch in 7% hydrofluoric acid, undercuttin
the island and six legs. The tunnel junction circuit was d
fined on the surface of the suspended structure, using a
ond step of electron-beam lithography to create a ste
mask for angled shadow evaporation. These included a
of SIN tunnel junctions connected back-to-back in a SIN
pair configuration, and a separate SINIS pair with two ohm
superconductor-normal metal~SN! contacts to the center nor
mal metal element. The tunnel junctions were made by fi
evaporating 100 Å of Al, perpendicular to the sample s
face, and oxidizing in 200 mTorr of O2 for 3 min, forming
the superconducting-insulating connections for the SIN ju
tions; the oxidation time determines the normal state junct
resistance (RN). A second evaporation of 100 Å of Al, at 45
to the sample surface, formed the superconducting con
tions for the SN contacts. A final evaporation at245° of 600
Å of Cu completed the tunnel junctions. Only~superconduct-
ing! Al was deposited on the support legs, minimizing t
thermal conductance~see Fig. 1!. The tunnel junctions can

FIG. 1. Micrograph of suspended structure, with 1mm scale bar. Top left:
Log spiral antenna for coupling radiation to the device. Bottom: Schem
of device, indicating the GaAs suspended island, the six supporting legs
SIN tunnel junctions and the ohmic SN contacts.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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be used as SINIS junction pairs, or, using the SN contacts
single SNIS junctions.

Electrical contacts to the device were made with Au w
bonds. The device was mounted in a stainless steel can
mally anchored to the mixing chamber of a dilution refri
erator, with a base temperature of 25 mK. All electrical co
nections to the sample were extensively filtered at ro
temperature, at the 1 K pot, and at the mixing chamber wit
p filters, three pole RC filters and stainless steel pow
filters.

We calibrated the SINIS junction pairs as electron th
mometers by measuring the zero-bias conductanceG
5dI/dV(Vdc50) as a function of the mixing chamber tem
peratureTmix . Figure 2 shows the measured normalized c
ductanceRNG of one of the SNIS pairs, withRN520 kV.
The other SINIS pair was very similar, withRN5130 kV.
Also shown is a one-parameter fit to Bardeen–Coop
Schrieffer~BCS! theory,8 giving a transition temperature o
Tc51.3 K, that of bulk aluminum. Measurements below 0
K deviate from the BCS theory, possibly due to multip
Andreev reflections in the normal section of the SINIS pa9

or an indication of sufficient spurious radiation that the el
trons do not cool to below 150 mK, due to the small volum
of Cu ~V5630.330.06mm3 of Cu!. Bulk electron-phonon
coupling theory indicates that for this volume, an ambie
power of 10214 W is sufficient to heat the electrons toTel

5150 mK, for an island phonon temperatureTisland'Tmix

525 mK.10 We note that the measurement-induced hea
of the electron gas is negligible, as measurements were d
with an applied power of only'10217 W.

We measured the electron-phonon coupling by passin
dc current through the two SN contacts, heating the nor
metal, and monitoring the electron temperatureTel using one
of the SNIS junctions, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. T
SIN junction, located 5mm from the dc injection point, is ac
biased to allow a lock-in measurement of the zero-bias c
ductance extractingTel from the fit in Fig. 2. Negligible
measurement power was dissipated. Figure 3 showsTel as a
function of powerP, for different mixing chamber tempera
turesTmix . The solid lines are fits of the formP5SV(Tel

n

2Tisland
n ), with n54.84 and S523109 W/m3 K4.84, for

Tmix525 mK, in agreement with previou
measurements;10–12 bulk theory predicts n55 and S
'0.2– 23109 W/m3 K5. Measurements at otherTmix yield

FIG. 2. Normalized zero-bias conductanceG of one SNIS tunnel junction,
as a function ofTmix . Conductance is in units of the normal state resista
RN , and Tmix was measured by a calibrated thermometer. Solid line i
BCS fit to the data.
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similar values forn and S. Calculations of the acoustic
mismatch13 between the Cu (Tlatt) and the GaAs (Tisland)
phonon gases predictTlatt.Tisland, which results in a re-
duced fit valuen. However, the applicability of acoustic mis
match theory is debatable, as the phonon modes in the
film are effectively two-dimensional below 1 K.14 Note that
we will identify the island phonon temperatureTisland with
Tmix .

The thermal conductance of the support legs was m
sured by dc biasing one of the SINIS pairs, and measu
the corresponding rise inTisland using an electrically isolated
SNIS junction. The heating power deposited in the norm
Cu section (C1) of the first SINIS pair~see inset of Fig. 4!
heats the island phonon gas, and is then transmitted thro
the legs to the bulk substrate. The power dissipated isP
5I (V22D/e), using the measured currentI and voltageV
across the heater SINIS pair, assuming quasiparticle re
ation to the gap (D5180meV) as the dominant heating pro
cess, with negligible subsequent recombination.15 Tisland is
inferred from the electron temperature of the normal Cu s
tion (C2) of the SNIS thermometer, using the previous
determined electron-phonon coupling. The measured ther
conductance is shown in Fig. 4, forTmix525 and 50 mK.
The solid line is a fit to the data of the formP5a(Tisland

4

e
a
FIG. 3. Electron temperatureTel measured as a function of powerP dissi-
pated in the normal metal, measured atTmix50.025, 0.24, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5
K ~indicated by the intercept!. The 0.025 K data interceptTel at 0.15 K;
solid lines are fits to the data. Inset is a diagram of the measurement s

FIG. 4. Island temperatureTisland as a function of powerP dissipated in the
island phonon gas, measured atTmix525 mK ~circles! and 50 mK ~tri-
angles!. Solid line is a fit to the data, yielding a phonon mean free pathL
57.7mm. The long dash line is forL51 mm, for comparison. The quan
tum of thermal conductance for six legs is indicated by the short dash

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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2Tmix
4 ) with a53.3310210 W/K4. This corresponds to a

mean free pathL57.7mm,16 indicating that the phonon
undergo primarily specular~rather than diffuse! reflections
within the legs.1 Also plotted~short dashes! is the quantum
of thermal conductance2,17 for six legs, 6343G0

58p2kB
2T/h. The data agree well with the bulk theor

crossing over to the quantum limit at;170 mK. Note the
large phonon mean free path in our device masks the tra
tion to the quantum limit; we have also plotted the bu
thermal conductance forL51 mm ~long dashes!, which
would make the transition to the quantum limit at 550 m
In addition, the thermal conductance of the legs is sign
cantly larger than the electron-phonon effective conductan
so the assumption thatTisland'Tmix in the electron-phonon
heating measurements is a good one.

We can estimate the performance of this device a
bolometric detector, assuming an operational temperatur
100 mK. Antenna-coupled infrared power heats the electr
in C2 , through the two SN contacts, and the resulting te
perature rise inC1 is detected with a SINIS pair~see Fig. 4!.
We take the electron heat capacitancesC15C2'7.4
310219 J/K at T50.1 K,18 and for the island phonon
Cisland'1.0310220 J/K. The thermal conductance betwe
the electrons inC1 and C2 and the island phonons i
Gel-ph'1.1310214 W/K, and the phonon thermal conduc
tance of the support legs isGlegs'1.5310213 W/K. The
dominant thermal noise source is due to the finite value
Gel-ph . The estimated noise equivalent power~NEP! at low
frequencies is NEP5(4kBT2Gel-ph)

1/2'7310220 W/Hz1/2.
Current noise from the first-stage amplifier is a significa
additional contribution for this device, due to the high ze
bias resistance;108 V, limiting the effective NEP to'4
310217 W/Hz1/2.19 We are investigating alternative ap
Downloaded 05 Mar 2003 to 128.111.14.162. Redistribution subject to A
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proaches to reading out the device, using a single-elec
transistor as a first-stage amplifier.
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